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EXECUTIVE  
SUMMARY:  
A SHOCK TO  
THE CRIMINAL 
ECOSYSTEM

A member of the Ukrainian military stands guard on the eastern front line near Kalynivka as Russian forces advance, 
March 2022. © Chris McGrath via Getty Images
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Before February 2022, Russian and Ukrainian organized crime formed the stron-
gest criminal ecosystem in Europe.1 Having developed along similar lines in the 
1990s, Russian and Ukrainian criminal groups and networks controlled a lucra-

tive transnational smuggling highway between Russia and Western Europe that carried 
gold, timber, tobacco, coal, counterfeit/untaxed goods, humans and drugs. At the more 
politically connected end of the spectrum, corrupt officials and criminal bosses from 
both countries exploited Ukraine’s role as a transit country for Russian gas to siphon off 
millions of dollars, while Ukraine’s oligarch class exerted a strong grip over the country’s 
economic, political and information spheres. 

Kyiv made serious efforts to tackle organized crime and corruption after the 2014 
Maidan Revolution but results were mixed, especially in the case of judicial reform; 
meanwhile, the conflict in the Donbas region helped bolster an array of illicit economies 
and criminal actors. For organized crime, business was generally good.

The Russian invasion has inflicted a profound shock to this ecosystem. With the war, 
collaboration between Russian and Ukrainian organized crime interests became impos-
sible due to the political situation (which led many criminals to break such ties) and 
the pragmatic challenge of smuggling across what was now a violently contested and 
dynamic front line.2 Many Ukrainian crime bosses chose to leave the country, as did 
many oligarchs, including several accused of pro-Russian sympathies. Martial law and 
the curfew also initially constrained criminal activity. According to senior sources in the 
Ukrainian police, incidents of armed robberies declined by a factor of between three 
and four, and the homicide rate dropped to almost zero at the beginning of the war 
(although this may partly reflect the impact of the war on reporting in the early days of 
the war).3 It may be that the impact of the invasion also whittled out some less robust 
and resilient organized crime groups: according to data from the general prosecutor’s 
office, the number of organized crime groups under investigation decreased from 499 
in 2021 to 395 in 2022 (although this decline alternatively could reflect dimished inves-
tigative capacity).4



HIGH CRIMINALITY, LOW RESILIENCE

SOURCE: Global Initiative Against Transnational 
Organized Crime, Global Organized Crime Index 2021.
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In 2021, the GI-TOC published its assessment of organized 
crime in Ukraine as part of the Global Organized Crime 
Index. The results – listed below – provide a snapshot 
of the criminal landscape in Ukraine before the Russian 
invasion in February 2022. While many of these aspects 

ORGANIZED CRIME IN UKRAINE BEFORE THE INVASION

may change as a result of the invasion, the existence of 
established illicit markets in several conflict-related areas 
(arms and human trafficking) and the influence of corrupt 
officials provide a picture of the underlying vulnerabilities 
and risks that the conflict may fuel.
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But after this initial period of disruption, many forms of organized crime resumed – 
and there is evidence that conflict is bringing new opportunities. While illicit flows 
from the east of Ukraine and through Odesa may have diminished, smuggling of 
various kinds has boomed in the west. Synthetic drugs continue to be produced 
and distributed across the country, including to the front line, where they feed into 
a burgeoning grey zone economy of drugs and informal arms collection and trading. 

There have been glimmers of good news, in that the two largest conflict-created 
vulnerabilities – the massive influx of weapons and the exodus of millions of ref-
ugees – do not appear to have been exploited by organized crime to the extent 
initially feared. Controls over Western weapons and the unprecedented reception 
of Ukrainian refugees in Europe may have helped contain these vulnerabilities in the 
short term. However, it is likely that criminality is building in the shadows, with the 
augmentation of domestic illicit stockpiles from various sources and exploitation of 
vulnerable people remaining hidden from view.  

The state’s efforts to tackle organized crime and corruption have been also affected 
by the war. Although investigations, arrests and prosecutions have continued, atten-
tion has necessarily been diverted to the war effort: law enforcement personnel have 
been called up for military service, detectives put on intelligence-gathering duties 
and public access to databases of sensitive state information has been restricted 
(albeit in most cases temporarily). This will provide organized crime with another 
type of opportunity: that of less scrutiny and pressure, which may enable criminal 
activities to expand.  

This report explores the changing dynamics in the political economy of Ukrainian 
organized crime up till December 2022 and maps how the criminal landscape has 
adapted to the new situation. Given the complexity of the impact of the war in 
Ukraine on organized crime in both parties to the conflict, the GI-TOC is producing 
two reports. This report concentrates on developments within Ukraine’s internation-
ally recognized borders – with the exception of the so-called Luhansk and Donetsk 
‘people’s republics’ (LDNR) in the Donbas region, which broke away from Kyiv in 
2014 with Russian backing and assistance, and Crimea, which Russia illegally annexed 
the same year. The impact of the conflict on organized crime in these areas and on 
Russian organized crime more generally will be discussed in a separate report, which 
will assess trends in sanctions busting and money laundering, changes in trafficking 
flows east of Ukraine and how Russian organized crime groups have responded to 
the conflict. 



KEY CHANGES IN 2022
	■ Smuggling activity increases and diversifies in Western Ukraine. Focus of synthetic drug production 

moves from Kharkiv, Dnipro and Kyiv to Dnipro region (Kryvyi Rih) and Western Ukraine.
	■ Front line disrupts drug trafficking from eastern Ukraine to the west; Russian naval blockade sees Odessa 

losing role as smuggling hub in Black Sea, impacting in-bound drug flows from Turkey and Latin America.
	■ New illicit markets arise around humanitarian aid, conscript smuggling (mostly to Moldova, Romania, 

Poland and Hungary), and drugs and weapons at the front line in the east.

FIGURE 1 Organized crime in Ukraine before the February 2022 Russian invasion (top) and after (below). 
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Although the trajectory and outcome of the conflict remain 
uncertain, past evidence indicates that planning for the 
post-conflict period cannot wait for peace to come – and 
that includes analyzing and countering the risk of organized 
crime. While the battles on the ground and in the political 
and economic space are understandably dominating atten-
tion, there is a broad body of research that points to the 
long-term risks of putting aside considerations of the illicit 
economy in a time of conflict. Indeed, Ukraine is a case study 
of such risks, as highlighted by the GI-TOC’s 2022 assess-
ment of the evolution of organized crime in the self-pro-
claimed people’s republics of Luhansk and Donetsk (LDNR).5 

But as well as considering other cases of the crime–conflict 
nexus (which are largely based on the conduct of crimi-
nal actors in civil wars), awareness must be cultivated of 
new dynamics that are likely to emerge from the specific 
aspects of this conflict. In this regard, two features stand 
out as distinctive. The first is that the Russia–Ukraine war 
is arguably the first since the rise of transnational orga-
nized crime in the 1990s that features such a powerful 
and sophisticated organized crime ecosystem. Although 
the conflict in Afghanistan occurred in a criminal context of 
substantial illicit flows of commodities and powerful local 

actors, the Russia–Ukraine ecosystem stands out in that it 
involves globally influential political elites and permeates 
the international financial system, through which gangs 
from Ukraine may reportedly amass multi-million-pound 
London property portfolios.6 The second is that this is the 
first war being waged not only on the battlefield, but also 
in the sinews of globalization. As a result, organized crime 
may be evolving in ways that may not only revolutionize 
how illicit markets function, but also feed into an emerging 
multipolar global order in which organized crime becomes 
a major geopolitical player. 

It is therefore critical to assess the potential future risks 
posed by organized crime and prepare a suite of responses 
that can disrupt its momentum and reduce its propensity to 
escalate at the national and international levels. Although 
evidence is still patchy, there are signs that the criminal 
landscape is in flux – and history has shown that criminals 
generally emerge stronger from times of crisis. As Ukraine 
fights for its existence as a nation, it must also ensure that 
it defends itself from those who would corrode and usurp 
its statehood from within. The world, too, must be pre-
pared for the changing dynamics of organized crime that 
will emerge from the conflict.

Methodology 
The Global Initiative Against Transnational Organized Crime 
(GI-TOC) established the Observatory of Illicit Markets and 
the Ukraine Conflict with a fourfold remit:

1. To monitor and analyze developments in organized 
crime and illicit markets, as well as their impact.

2. Provide early warning on changing trends and patterns 
in illicit markets, economies and organized crime.

3. Identify and analyze broader global networks related 
to sanctions avoidance and the funding of the war.

4. Provide support for more resilient community-centred 
and state responses to the threat of organized crime.

To this end, a network of researchers and fieldworkers was 
established in Ukraine to monitor events on a daily basis. 
This knowledge base has been supplemented by fieldwork 
conducted  in March 2022, April–May 2022, October 2022 
and December 2022 in cities and regions across Ukraine, 
including on the front line. Alongside first-hand monitor-
ing, interviews were also conducted with law enforcement 

officials, journalists, politicians, and local and international 
NGOs. Ukrainian underworld sources were also inter-
viewed in a number of places in Europe.

This report is based on the research and analysis of the 
Observatory over the course of 2022, along with a desk 
review of open-source information published in Ukrainian, 
Russian and English. Given the high degree of online misin-
formation and outright disinformation – especially in regard 
to the politically sensitive subjects of arms trafficking and 
the misappropriation of humanitarian aid7 – every effort 
was taken to corroborate assertions, but the circumstances 
of war make certainty impossible, particularly in regard to 
the evolution of organized crime, whose covert nature 
makes it difficult to independently verify even in peacetime. 
As such, this report highlights the perceived shifts in the 
underworld in Ukraine, the nature and extent of which can 
be further tested and corroborated when more information 
becomes available. 
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CONTEXT:  
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OF UKRAINIAN 
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CRIME

6

Ukrainian tanks set to leave Crimea following the illegal 2014 Russian annexation of the peninsula.  
© Olga Maltseva/AFP via Getty Images
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Ukraine’s organized crime landscape has developed significantly since 1991, the year 
the country became independent from the Soviet Union. As in other post-Soviet 
states, the turbulent transition to a free market economy catalyzed the growth of 

organized crime and saw the establishment of close ties between criminal groups (initially 
dominated by mafia-style actors), corrupt state actors and businesspeople – a triad of inter-
ests often encapsulated in the figure of the oligarch.8 Drugs, human trafficking and weap-
ons trafficking emerged as core illicit markets with domestic and transnational dimensions. 
Corruption reached endemic proportions, as did corporate raiding9 and money laundering 
(the latter causing Ukraine to be placed on the Financial Action Task Force’s blacklist in 
September 2001).10 

What might be considered the second act in the evolu-
tion of Ukrainian organized crime came with the emer-
gence of viktor yanukovych, prime minister during the 
administration of Leonid Kuchma and leader of the 
pro-Russian Party of Regions. Although his rise to power 
was initially stymied by the 2004 Orange Revolution, 
yanukovych won the 2010 presidential election and 
under his administration corruption became even more 
of a problem, with the chief prosecutor of Ukraine later 
accusing yanukovych of having run a multi-billion-dollar 
criminal syndicate. The former president denied these 
allegations on several occasions.11

yanukovych was ousted in the 2014 Maidan Revolution 
after reneging on plans to sign the Association 
Agreement between Ukraine and the EU in favour of 
pursuing closer ties with Russia. The Maidan Revolution 
marked the beginning of a civil-society-led fightback 
against corruption, although official reponses were 
less efficicious and reform momentum under President 

Viktor Yanukovych, former president of 
Ukraine and a Moscow ally, was accused 
of heading a criminal syndicate. He was 
ousted following the Maidan Revolution. 
© Paul J Richards/AFP via Getty Images
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Petro Poroshenko quickly waned, as it had under President viktor yushchenko after the 
Orange Revolution. The Maidan Revolution also triggered a profound transformation in 
the organized crime landscape, after Moscow, indignant at the loss of its ally yanukovych, 
instrumentalized criminal actors in Crimea and areas of the Donbas to assert direct or 
indirect control over parts of Ukraine. 

Ukraine’s illicit markets also appeared to go from strength to strength. Arms trafficking 
increased, while drug trafficking diversified to include the new phenomenon of domestically 
produced synthetic drugs. Illegally produced amber, destined primarily for China,12 and 
timber to the EU13 became lucrative earners – with steep environmental costs. Human 
traffickers continued to exploit both domestic and foreign victims for sex trafficking and 
forced labour in Ukraine as well as in Russia, Europe and the Middle East, with the almost  
2 million people displaced by Russian aggression in 2014 creating a new reservoir of vulner-
ability.14 President vladimir Zelensky’s landslide election victory in 2019 saw further con-
certed efforts against the march of organized crime, although serious challenges remained.

Post-Soviet land of opportunity 
Ukraine’s transition from a centralized Soviet state to a market-based economy in the 
1990s brought lucrative opportunities for criminal self-enrichment. Many of the indepen-
dent nation’s officials were holdovers from the Soviet system who were less interested in 
Western-style reform than personal gain, while at the other end of the social spectrum 
high levels of unemployment fuelled a shadow economy that had already enriched many 
criminal actors in the late 1980s.15 Economic and financial crime also increased in the shape 
of tax evasion, customs fraud and the illegal facilitation of capital flight.16 Large Soviet 
military stockpiles left in the country also provided a ready source for arms traffickers.

High-level corruption arguably became the main impediment to the country’s economic 
growth. Ukraine’s oligarchs became a byword for large-scale appropriation, corruption 
and political influence. Many oligarchs were closely affiliated with Russia, such as Dmitry 
Firtash, who, according to media reports, made his fortune in Russian gas by using his close 
connections with President vladimir Putin’s circle. (He is reported to have returned the 
favour by backing pro-Russian yanukovych’s successful 2010 presidential campaign, in the 
process helping Putin to secure an ally in Kyiv.17) The effects of rampant corruption and 
political mismanagement in Ukraine’s early independence years were devastating, torpe-
doing productivity and scaring off foreign investment. The country suffered hyperinflation, 
a prolonged and steep economic contraction between 1991 and 1996, and a collapse in 
GDP by almost 50% from 1991 to 1994.18 

Sensing opportunity, organized crime groups began to muscle in on the chaotic economy. 
The late 1980s had seen many powerful criminals gangs, often formed of athletes and 
martial artists, emerge in Ukraine, setting up protection rackets targeting markets, hotels, 
restaurants and casinos, and controlling prostitution, drugs, illegal gambling dens and the 
sale of cars – and these gangs ramped up operations in the 1990s, driving inter-gang 
warfare.19 However, the turbulent nature of the post-Soviet period also accelerated the 
decline of ‘thieves in law’ or ‘thieves under the code’ (vory v zakone in Russian; zlodiyi v 
zakoni in Ukrainian) in Ukraine (see below: ‘The rise and fall of the vory’).

Alongside illicit activities, there were also licit avenues for criminals to pursue, although 
the line was often blurred. Lack of adequate legislation provided an opening for criminal 
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groups to become debt collectors and protectors of business, while businesses increasingly 
contracted criminal muscle to gain a competitive advantage, including through contract 
killings.20 Assassinations were commonplace in the Ukrainian underworld from the late 
1980s to the late 1990s, with Crimea and Donetsk the two most violent regions. In Crimea, 
organized crime extorted local business and increasingly moved into licit business, with little 
interference from Kyiv. Indeed, even before 2014, the peninsula was coming under the 
influence of Russia: according to one expert, drug trafficking and contraband/counterfeit 
cigarettes ‘depended on relationships with the Russian criminal networks … likewise the 
peninsula’s dirty money was typically laundered through Russian banks and in the process 
became all but untraceable for the Ukrainian police’.21 This geopolitical alignment of criminal 
actors would later provide Russia with sympathetic and amenable agents on the ground 
when it decided to move in response to the Maidan Revolution. 

The Orange Revolution of 2004 promised a fightback against the seemingly inexorable 
march of corruption, with yushchenko sweeping into power on an anti-corruption platform 
amid huge public support for reform. Little progress was made, however, with yushchenko 
consumed by internal political battles and unable to tackle corruption and cronyism.22 
Under yushchenko’s successor, yanukovych, corrupt elites (especially in yanukovych’s 
Donbas heartland)23 grew ever more powerful. 

But public discontent was mounting and mobilized into open opposition in 2014 after 
yanukovych reversed a decision to orient the country’s direction of travel away from 
Russia and towards the EU. What became known as the Maidan Revolution (named after a 
square in Kyiv) marked the end of an era for Ukrainian organized crime: before 2014, crime 
had plagued the country; after 2014, it would directly challenge the Ukrainian state itself. 

The signing of the Crimea 
annexation treaty, March 2014. 
Ethnic Russian organized crime 
actors in the peninsula have  
long been involved in various  
criminal economic activities.  
© A Nikolskiy/Kremlin press office/
Anadolu Agency via Getty Images
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Criminal geopolitics  
Moscow perceived yanukovych’s ouster not as a domestic uprising against a corrupt 
leadership but as an illegal coup and sign of the increasing influence of the West in what 
it understood as its geopolitical backyard. It was evidently imperative to shore up Russian 
influence over Ukraine, but Moscow also desired a certain degree of deniability, however 
specious. It accordingly chose to leverage pro-Russian criminals and corrupt officials in 
regions of Ukraine where it held most sway – the Donbas and Crimea – putting them 
front and centre of its efforts to wield power, either directly in the case of Crimea or 
indirectly in the case of the LDNR pseudo-states.24 Organized crime was therefore 
baked into the political economies of both regions from the beginning.

Crimea  
The annexation of Crimea in February 2014 was mostly executed by Russian special 
forces without insignia – the ‘little green men’ – but so-called local self-defence militias 
also played a significant role. Many militia members were from Bashmaki and Salem, 
the two main ethnic Russian organized crime groups on the Crimean peninsula. Both 
groups had a long-standing presence in the Crimea and were involved in various eco-
nomic activities, including the import and export of metal and oil in the peninsula.25 After 
the Russian annexation, Sergei Aksyonov, allegedly a former Salem member known as 
Goblin, was appointed Crimean premier.26 Aksyonov denied these allegations, saying 

The rise and fall of the vory
The vory have long been a potent symbol of organ-
ized crime in the post-Soviet sphere. These mafia-style 
organizations, which have a strict code of honour and 
tattoo iconography, formed in Soviet penal camps and 
became influential between the 1960s and 1980s in 
Russia, Georgia and Ukraine, with Ukrainian vory often 
maintaining ties with their Russian counterparts. In 
the context of the Soviet Union’s command economy, 
a tightly controlled, hierarchical model for organized 
crime was advantageous, but by the late 1980s this dis-
tinctive criminal subculture was already in decline. As 
Ukraine transitioned to a free-market economy in the 
1990s, organized crime became the realm of the polit-
ically connected (or outright political) avtoritety (liter-
ally ‘authorities’), whose only ‘code’ was that of money, 
while transnational networks and less hierarchical 

gangs offered more agile criminal models. Some vory 
have adapted to these shifts; others have been left 
behind, though GI-TOC fieldwork reports that the vory 
still remain influential in Ukraine’s prisons, where the 
old heirarchical rules still apply. 

The members of the vory bear characteristic tattoo iconography.  
© Théo Paul Santana
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they were part of a slander campaign initiated by his political opponents. In subsequent 
years, criminal elites appear to have been repaid for their loyalty to Moscow by being 
allowed to take control of state and private assets.27

The self-proclaimed LDNR 
In the Donbas region in the east of Ukraine, the self-proclaimed Donetsk and Luhansk 
People’s Republics became pseudo-states dependent on criminal actors and illicit econ-
omies for their survival after their Russian-backed rebellion against Kyiv in 2014.28 Ties 
between local political and criminal actors in eastern Ukraine had been apparent from 
the earliest stages of the conflict, when members of criminal gangs were identified 
joining protests against the new government. Later, as protests gave way to armed 
seizures of government buildings, they provided a key source of gunmen. As the DNR 
and LNR began to be institutionalized, figures with criminal backgrounds or networks 
became part of the new regimes. Some Donbas-based kingpins relocated to govern-
ment-held areas and were replaced by Russian criminals, helping to further merge the 
underworlds across Ukraine and Russia.

The new criminalized status quo was quasi-formalized at a secret meeting in December 
2014 between thieves-in-law and the new authorities (some of whom also engaged in 
opportunistic criminality, including expropriation and extortion). Criminal activity was 
tacitly allowed in exchange for providing kickbacks to local and state authorities, and 
supplying manpower for the rebellion, as well as allowing new commodities to be trans-
mitted along their smuggling routes. This helped provide desperately needed revenue 
for the LDNR authorities, rubber-stamped the activities of warlords who were carving 
out new criminal empires and provided stability for criminal operations. 

As the chilling effect of sanctions and political isolation increased, illegal activity became 
essential to the economic survival of the LDNR. Everything from counterfeit designer 
goods made in local factories to diesel and petroleum products were trafficked into 
government-held Ukraine and elsewhere, with the most significant earnings coming 
from the illegal trafficking of otherwise legal goods, especially coal.29 The conflict also 
created lucrative criminal opportunities for trafficking illegal goods and services on both 
sides, predominantly untaxed and counterfeit tobacco products,30 drugs, guns , as well as 
human trafficking, facilitated by criminal collaboration across the line of control. Despite 
a crackdown on users and dealers, drug trafficking remained robust: heroin, metham-
phetamines and marijuana were all trafficked through the LDNR with little interruption. 

The illicit firearms market expanded as result of the large supply of illegally trafficked 
weapons into the conflict zone, which outstripped demand.31 Many weapons spread 
through Ukraine,32 while others filtered westwards into neighbouring countries, notably 
Poland.33 The flow of weapons also went east, out of the LDNR and into Russia, the 
bulk of which ended up in the hands of Russian organized crime gangs, which either 
retained and used them or sold them on. Russia also became the primary destination 
for people trafficked from the LDNR and Ukraine.34 The LDNR was also a route used 
for trafficking humans and to smuggle would-be emigrants westwards, sometimes by 
land to ports on the Black Sea, especially Odesa, and thence to Turkey, or to Romania, 
Poland, Hungary and Slovakia (in descending order of magnitude) by land.35 
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Taking the fight to corruption 
Amid the growing power of criminal actors in the LDNR and Crimea, the post-2014 
period also saw major gains being made against corruption, a key facilitator of organized 
crime in the country. In the wake of the 2013–2014 Maidan Revolution and under 
pressure from the West, Poroshenko instituted a wave of reforms aimed at bringing 
more transparency to government procurement and established the National Anti-
Corruption Bureau (NABU), the National Agency on Corruption Prevention (NAZK), 
the Specialized Anti-Corruption Prosecutor’s Office (SAPO) and the Asset Tracing and 
Management Agency.36 From 2016, public servants were required to file annual declara-
tions setting out their income and assets – a reform backed by the IMF – which revealed 
large discrepancies between official salaries and declared cash.37 A group of reformers, 
both inside and outside the government, also created a database of politically exposed 
individuals, again in a drive to improve transparency.38 Civil society was instrumental in 
the establishment of the ProZorro system, an online platform that brought the state’s 
procurement processes under public scrutiny.

But there were significant setbacks. Anti-corruption efforts were hampered by lack of 
progress in judicial reform and political meddling in anti-corruption investigations.39 As 
reform slowed and the conflict in the east froze, Poroshenko’s approval ratings plum-
meted, enabling political outsider volodymyr Zelensky to sweep into power with 73% 
of the vote in April 2019 on an anti-corruption platform and the promise of ending the 

Volodymyr Zelensky, shown 
here, came to power in April 
2019 promising to tackle 
corruption, curb the influence 
of oligarchs and end the 
conflict in the Donbas.  
© Brendan Hoffman via Getty 
Images
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fighting in the Donbas. Although Zelensky courted controversy for his connection to oli-
garch Igor Kolomoisky – as detailed in the Pandora Papers40 – there were promising signs 
of a more concerted fightback against corruption and organized crime. In September 
2020, Ukraine adopted the National Strategy Against Organized Crime, which explicitly 
recognized that organized crime posed ‘a direct threat to national security’ and needed 
to be tackled as a systemic issue.41 Zelensky sanctioned 557 thieves-in-law across the 
world in May 2021, including 17 in Ukraine.42 In November 2021, Zelensky signed into 
law a bill aimed at reducing the influence of the country’s oligarchs (a geopolitical as 
well as criminal issue in the post-2014 period, given the pro-Russian stance of many 
oligarchs and their control of much Ukrainian media),43 and another safeguarding the 
institutional independence of NABU, which had come under fire from the Constitutional 
Court.44 However, systemic challenges persisted: lack of judicial reform remained an 
enduring and trenchant problem, and there were concerns that Zelensky’s anti-oligarch 
campaign relied on decrees and informal means rather than proper institutionalization 
of the problem.45

This was the reality when the war erupted: a country making uneven attempts to tackle 
the challenge of organized crime and corruption, host to many pervasive illicit markets 
and enmeshed in a simmering conflict in the Donbas. Zelensky’s popular support was 
dwindling, with fears that he, like his predecessor, would not deliver on his vaunted 
reform agenda, while his handling of the coronavirus pandemic was also criticized.46 
Support from the West for institutional rebuilding was strong, but fundamental obsta-
cles remained in regard to EU membership, which appeared a remote prospect at best. 
Then came 24 February 2022.

© Monique Jaques/ Corbis via Getty Images
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After weeks of uncertainty, on 24 February 2022 Russia launched a full-scale 
invasion of Ukraine. Although several analysts had warned that the prior 
massive military build-up on Ukraine’s borders was likely to lead to such an 

outcome, Moscow’s move still caught many by surprise. With Ukraine facing what was 
perceived as a superior military force, many expected Kyiv to fall in a matter of weeks, 
if not days. 

Ukraine astonished the world by mounting a concerted, fiercely fought and often inge-
nious resistance. The government immediately imposed martial law, announced the 
mobilization of the male population aged between 18 and 60 and streamlined procure-
ment, with sensitive state information removed from public view. Zelensky galvanized 
support among Western leaders to provide military and humanitarian aid that rapidly 
began to pour into the country once it became clear that the Ukrainians were more 
than capable of taking the fight to the Russian armed forces. Zelensky invited foreign 
fighters to assist the country’s defence, both at the front line and in the cyber sphere. 
Refugees fled the country in their millions, mostly to EU countries, while millions more 
were internally displaced.  

These dramatic developments inevitably reshaped the way organized crime operated 
in Ukraine and interacted with criminal interests in other countries, and this section 
identifies three key areas of change. The first assesses how organized crime actors have 
responded to the uncertainty of the conflict, including to what extent organized crime 
has developed ‘patriotic’ tendencies and risks of criminal infiltration in fighting units. 
The second discusses the nascent front line illicit economy in drugs and arms trafficking, 
and spotlights the new trend in smuggling conscripts away from the fighting. The third 
area explores the changes that have occurred to illicit markets and flows in the west of 
Ukraine, where massive inflows of military equipment and humanitarian aid, and similarly 
large outward movements of refugees, have created new vulnerabilities that organized 
crime is attempting to exploit. This section also discusses the risks of corruption around 
another imminent inflow – that of reconstruction funds. 
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Criminals in conflict: patriots or parasites? 
The Russian invasion posed an interesting conundrum 
to organized crime actors in Ukraine: stay or go? In 
the early stages of the war many chose the latter 
option, with several Ukrainian criminal bosses (and 
their assets) moving abroad, although their networks 
and lieutenants remained (one Odesa underworld 
source said that his boss had moved abroad but was 
still paying him to ensure his loyalty).47 Reported des-
tinations for crime bosses included Turkey, the United 
Kingdom, Germany, Spain, Monaco, Italy, Austria, 
Israel and Dubai.48 In some sense, though, this merely 
represented the acceleration of a trend that had been 
in place for decades: as bosses grow rich – and their 
portfolios expand into the licit sphere – they seek to 
spend their fortunes in more luxurious surroundings 
than where they first made their name. That said, the 
end of 2022 also saw the return of several major orga-
nized crime figures to Ukraine, who perhaps judged 
that the security situation had sufficiently improved or 
that their presence was needed on the ground again.

Our fieldwork also found that some high-level criminal 
actors were looking for ‘weak points’ abroad where 
they could redirect criminal operations to avoid 
the conflict: Romania (Constanza), Bulgaria, Italy 
(Genoa) and France (Marseille) were cited as poten-
tial options.49 There are significant Ukrainian disapo-
ras in several Eastern European countries, especially 
Czechia, Romania and Poland, which could provide 
cover for some criminal actors to either wait out the 
conflict or start up new ventures. The Baltic states 
also offer fertile ground for Ukrainian criminals to 
expand their operations, given that they already have 
extensive ties in such places. 

For those who stayed, however, the war has brought 
opportunities – and criminals have not been slow 
to exploit them. (Indeed, there were even reports 
of foreign criminals relocating to Ukraine, perhaps 
hoping to use the disruption of the conflict as cover 
for their activities.)50 yet it is also clear that criminal 
motivations are complex in a time of war, and that 
patriotic instincts may co-exist, or even coincide, with 

self-interest. It is also true that the experience of the 
war will have a profound effect on soldiers and civil-
ians alike, and that this may in turn serve the ends 
of organized crime. As such, the war will profoundly 
shape both the nature and reach of organized crime 
in the post-conflict period.

Patriotic criminals? 
If pro-Russian criminals helped subvert the authority 
of the Ukrainian state in 2014, it appears that patriotic 
criminals helped support it in 2022. At the beginning 
of the war Moscow once again appeared to turn to 
its 2014 toolbox, with reports of sabotage and riots 
in Ukraine orchestrated by criminal groups linked with 
Russia, but these agitations were quickly suppressed, 
in part due to the efforts of local organized crime.51 
According to a law enforcement figure, the Security 
Service of Ukraine (SBU) asked Ukrainian criminals 
to help detect Russian criminals sent by Moscow to 
destabilize the situation; within a few months, the 
source alleged, most Russian criminal actors had 
been apprehended or ejected from the country.52 
‘Patriotic’ criminals have also been reported patrolling 
the streets with the police in Odesa, which hosts a 
large number of suspected pro-Russian criminals, par-
ticularly thieves-in-law who had been ejected from 
Georgia in the mid-2000s.53

In the LDNR, it was reported that due to shrinking 
space for criminal activity,54 several thieves-in-law 
have relocated to unoccupied Ukraine, where they 
have turned against their former patrons and autho-
rized criminals under their criminal jurisdiction to fight 
Russia.55 Ukrainian prisoners in Russian-occupied ter-
ritory were also warned by one prominent Ukrainian 
vor that joining the Wagner Group would be breaking 
the thieves’ code.56

Patriotic feeling may also be present among those 
criminals who have joined (or been drafted) into the 
Ukrainian armed forces, but other motivations may 
also be at play. Kyiv is aware of such risks – according 
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to documents seen by the GI-TOC, several known 
gangsters have been blacklisted from joining the 
Territorial Defense Force57 (although many former 
criminals are known to have enlisted). Infiltration of 
foreign criminals is another issue in the mix; accord-
ing to sources, there have been instances of foreign 
criminal actors active in the fighting. Again, motiva-
tion is likely to vary: although some may be motivated 
by an antipathy to Putin and Russia,58 others may 
have an eye on the illicit opportunities of wartime (or 
conceivably both). Certain units in the hastily formed 
International Legion59 may be vulnerable in this 
regard: in August 2022, the SBU launched an inves-
tigation into Piotr Kapuscinski, a commander in the 
International Legion who had come under increasing 
scrutiny after allegations of arms and humanitarian 
aid theft (as have several other Legion command-
ers). The Kyiv Independent revealed that Kapuscinski 
was a former Polish gangster who had served time 
for robbery, kidnap for ransom and drug offences, 
among others, and had been charged in Ukraine with 
robbery and illegal arms possession – charges that 
were suspended when he joined the military.60 

For criminals, then, the conflict may represent a 
means of resisting Russian aggression, an opportu-
nity for illicit enterprise, a chance to wipe the slate 
clean (as with Kapuscinski), or some combination 
of the three. After all, seen through a criminal lens, 
the conflict is a threat to both territory and profit, 
neatly aligning issues of patriotism and self-interest. 
As such, the patriotic tendency of some criminals 
should not be taken at face value, but could be the 
end product of a complex calculation inevitably 
aimed at furthering one or both of organized crime’s 
overriding priorities: money and power. 

Organized crime may also benefit from patriotic 
fervour in a more indirect way: through the recruit-
ment of demobilized soldiers into organized crime 
groups. This trend was conspicuous in the after-
math of the Soviet war in Afghanistan, when many 
former soldiers – the afgantsy – were recruited by 
Russian gangs. These veterans, highly trained and 
experienced in the art of targeted violence, provided 
effective muscle and protection for bosses, and in 

some cases became hitmen.61 In Ukraine, many of 
the hundreds of thousands of soldiers may strug-
gle to find employment after demobilization, will be 
traumatized by their experience, or may simply miss 
the intense camaraderie of military life, all of which 
will leave them vulnerable to criminal recruitment. 
Add ready access to illicit weapons, and the conflict 
in Ukraine may be incubating a reservoir of criminal 
violence in the near future. In this sense, state con-
flict may beget criminal conflict. 

There is also the risk of a Ukrainian Wagner-type 
group emerging from the pool of demobilized per-
sonnel. Private military companies (PMCs) are cur-
rently banned in Ukraine but they are also banned 
in Russia, highlighting that legislation may pose little 
obstacle if the relevant interests align.62 Groups may 
also operate illegally – in 2021, for example, two 
illegal Ukrainian PMCs were broken up63 – or legisla-
tion may change. The example of the Wagner Group 
in Africa (detailed in a February GI-TOC report64) 
highlights how such a company could become 
deeply immersed in illicit activity, corruption and 
state-influencing in fragile contexts overseas, while 
also potentially expanding the transnational reach 
of Ukrainian organized crime. As with the Wagner 
Group, Africa may offer fertile ground for Ukrainian 
organized crime given that a significant number of 
pilots of small aircraft and captains of boats and ships 
on the continent are Ukrainian, providing a ready-
made logistics network for illicit activity.

Private security staffed by ex-soldiers may also offer 
another point of criminal interest in the near future 
as private sector companies (both domestic and 
international) seek to safeguard their investment in 
an uncertain operating climate. (In the aftermath of 
2014, construction companies hired former soldiers 
as muscle to gain access to contested sites; locals 
also hired ex-soldiers to resist them.) While such 
businesses are legally registered, their activities may 
blur into the illicit realm. Private security companies 
elsewhere have been used as fronts by extortion-
ists seeking to add an official veneer to their use 
of muscle and intimidation, and a similar trend may 
manifest in Ukraine. 
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End of the oligarchs?
The conflict appears to have offered few political opportunities for Ukraine’s 
oligarchs. Unlike in 2014, when Igor Kolomoisky raised the volunteer ‘Dnipro 
battalion’,65 Kyiv is now able to fight the war itself and is not willing to sanction 
private armies. The economic cost of the conflict to the oligarchs has also been 
high: the destruction of Ukraine’s energy and industrial infrastructure in the 
east and south-east of the country has caused several fortunes to plummet by 
hundreds of millions of dollars.66 The implementation of Zelensky’s ‘deoligar-
chisation’ law has been put on hold while the conflict rages, but in the course 
of 2022 several oligarchs divested their media holdings and vacated political 
offices to avoid being targeted by the bill.67 Pro-Russian oligarchs such as Viktor 
Medvedchuk, who ran the Opposition Platform–For Life, was handed to Russia 
in a swap for Ukrainian soldiers.68

Several commentators have indicated that the combined effects of conflict, 
deoligarchisation and Ukraine’s anti-corruption agencies could spell the end of 
the oligarch as an institutional feature.69 This could have profound beneficial 
effects for Ukraine, but predictions of the oligarchs’ demise may also be exag-
gerated. Previous generations of oligarchs have come and gone – sometimes 
violently, as with the 1996 assassination of Yevhen Shcherban – yet they have 
always been replaced. Much will depend on the state’s post-conflict ability to 
implement and enforce its pre-conflict anti-corruption and -oligarch agenda.70 

The fighting economy: drugs, guns and  
draft dodgers 
The front line of 2014 bears little resemblance to that of 2022, although it does offer 
several cautionary points. After several months of intense fighting in 2014 – mainly 
between local insurgents and hastily formed and loosely controlled volunteer militias, 
the Donbas front line became effectively frozen, albeit with periodic outbursts of vio-
lence. This relative stability enabled smuggling and other criminal activities across the 
front line to continue with little disruption; neither was the political antipathy between 
Ukraine, the LDNR or Russia any obstacle to illicit business (see ‘Criminal geopolitics’ 
above).

The wider conflict that began in 2022 may follow a similar trajectory and reach a point 
where violence around the front line reduces (and thus enables cross-line smuggling), 
but the intense fighting and extensive territorial changes of 2022 have so far created 
a degree of uncertainty and risk that has drastically hindered much criminal business, 
especially drug trafficking from east to west Ukraine. In other aspects, though, the 
volatile front line has emerged as a catalyst for illicit activity, namely in the areas of 

Pro-Russian oligarch Viktor 
Medvedchuk seen after he was 
arrested by the Ukrainian security 
services. Photo: Ukrainian Presidency/
Anadolu Agency via Getty Images
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synthetic drugs, the grey economy in arms collection and trading (and allegations of 
leakage), and the rise of a new market in smuggling men out of the country who are 
trying to escape the military draft.

Under the influence: drugs on the front line 
In November 2022, during fieldwork conducted for this research, a Ukrainian soldier 
was encountered in Bakhmut in a state of high agitation.71 He appeared to be under 
the influence of a powerful narcotic, most likely amphetamine or a similar stimulant – 
and he is by no means an anomaly. Kyiv appears to be increasingly concerned about 
growing drug use among soldiers: the verkhovna Rada (Ukrainian parliament) swiftly 
passed a law in December 2022 that authorizes ad hoc testing of military personnel 
for drugs and alcohol.72 

That drugs are present on the front line should not be surprising: soldiers have used 
drugs throughout history, either as stimulants to help them fight73 or as ways of escap-
ing the harrowing trauma of warfare. But seen through the eyes of organized crime, 
these soldiers represent merely a new and lucrative market. At the start of the conflict, 
monthly pay for front line soldiers in Ukraine was increased to 100 000 Ukraine hyrvnias 
(UAH) (US$3 400 at the time), giving them significant spending power in a country where 
the official average salary in September 2022 was UAH 14 500 (US$360) per month.74

Culture House in Lysychansk in 
flames after Russian shelling, 
Luhansk region, June 2022.
Photo: GI-TOC
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Before the conflict, Ukraine was a source, consumer and transit country for a wide 
array of drugs, including heroin from Afghanistan trafficked along the northern route 
and cocaine from Latin America entering mainly through the port of Odesa, although 
the domestic market for cocaine was limited due to high local prices (US$200–US$250/
gram).75 Since 2015, use of synthetic drugs – including mephedrone, methamphetamine, 
methadone, alpha-PvP and MDvP – has risen sharply in Ukraine, with products readily 
available online.76 Before the Russian invasion, most synthetic drugs came through the 
western border, but domestic production was also increasing, with labs in the Donbas 
and Kharkiv producing methadone and other synthetic drugs, with part of production 
reserved for export. The increase in domestic production is reflected by the dismantling 
of some 67 amphetamine labs in 2020, up from only five in 2019.77 

The Russian invasion drastically disrupted drug trafficking flows (heroin and synthetic 
drugs) from the Donbas region (which had continued despite the 2014 LDNR uprisings) 
and in the important transit city of Kharkiv. The Russian naval blockade of Odesa and 
Mykolaiv also made cocaine trafficking challenging, while the flight of many of cocaine’s 
wealthy consumer base abroad also depressed prices, with reports of a 25% drop.78 

But while heroin and cocaine flows have languished because of the conflict, the supply 
of synthetic drugs soon rebounded. After initial disruption in Kyiv in the early days of 
the war,79 illicit distribution picked up once again throughout the country by means of 
online stores, street dealers and the postal system.80 Indeed, according to the data from 
the general prosecutor’s office, criminal offences related to the distribution of illegal 
drugs actually rose, from 29 587 in 2021 to 34 398 in 2022.81 

Traffickers may be drawing more heavily from sources in Western Europe to make up 
for the drop in supply from eastern Ukraine, but local production also appears to be 
robust. Although the ECDMMA reported that it was likely that domestic production of 
amphetamine, ‘street’ methadone and new psychoactive substances would be disrupted 
due to precursor and other chemical shortages,82 there have been several major busts 
of synthetic drug labs in central and western Ukraine in 2022, with INTERPOL reporting 
that according to their upstream and downstream monitoring, flows appeared to be 
continuing almost unabated.83 One seizure in August saw 16 kilograms of methadone 
and 1 kilogram of amphetamine seized in Kyiv intended for sale through online stores, 
along with hand grenades and five firearms.84 A November bust in Kyiv uncovered a lab 
and 30 kilograms of mephedrone and narcotic substances worth US$675 000.85 Other 
narcotics seized include alpha-PvP and ecstasy. 

According to the Ukrainian State Bureau of Investigation, synthetic drugs are being 
sold in all regions of Ukraine – including the front line.86 In the first six months after the 
invasion, Ukrainian law enforcement launched more than 270 investigations into drug 
trafficking at the front line.87 In military units where drug use was witnessed, cannabis 
was overwhelmingly the most-used drug by soldiers, although synthetic drugs were 
also readily available. According to sources close to law enforcement, a major player in 
the front line drugs trade is Khimprom, a transnational organized crime group that has 
a long-standing presence in both Russia and Ukraine and which has resisted repeated 
efforts to dismantle it. 
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To reach this market, organized crime has had to overcome the obstacle of the numerous 
checkpoints along Ukraine’s roads. According to an interviewee, one reported method of 
smuggling drugs involves placing the drugs inside the body of a submachine gun that has 
had its working parts removed.88 But corruption is also likely to play a major facilitating 
role, with reports of routine checks being waived for certain vehicles. 

Powder keg: weapons in the grey zone 
Since February 2022, weapons have been arriving in Ukraine at an extraordinary rate. 
Given Ukraine’s history of arms trafficking (rated as the country’s most pervasive crim-
inal market, according to the GI-TOC 2021 Global Organized Crime Index), the risk of 
weapons trafficking was flagged in the early days of the war by Europol, among others.89 

Overall, diversion of arms has been more limited than initially feared. Of the billions of 
dollars’ worth of weapons the West sent to the Ukrainian armed forces in 2022,90 there 
have been few reports of missing weapons. (In October, the US said it had only one ver-
ifiable example of a weapons system being smuggled out of Ukraine, to Russia.)91 In the 

Weapons stockpile at Ukrainian position in the Donetsk region, November 2022. Photo: GI-TOC
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main, this has been due to a high degree of awareness over the risks of arms trafficking 
and the implementation of mechanisms to counter it. In July 2022, the Ukrainian parlia-
ment set up a commission to monitor the flow and use of arms in Ukraine,92 the US has 
implemented a framework that appears to have been effective in preventing significant 
leakages in weapons travelling to the front line,93 and the EU has established a hub in 
Moldova to tackle trafficking in arms and people.94 The types of weapons involved may 
also have had a bearing on leakage risks: in the early days of the war small arms formed 
a substantial element; now arms flows mainly involve larger systems and spare parts 
that are relatively less conducive to illegal diversion. The intense nature of the fighting is 
also likely to have a dampening effect on leakages, with significant quantities of weapons 
and ammunition being deployed by fighters as soon as they reach the front. Most alle-
gations of trafficking Western weapons are unsubstantiated or appear to be the result 
of Russian disinformation (see ‘Conflicting accounts: Arms trafficking to Finland?’).95

There is inevitably some leakage, however, and the biggest risk on the Ukrainian side 
is likely to come in the form of ‘bad apples’ – units or commanders who engage in mis-
appropriation under the fog of war. Some units of the International Legion have seen 
claims of weapons misappropriation: in December, a returning British mercenary who 
had served in the Legion alleged that two trucks of Western-supplied weapons and 
ammunition – including Javelins – had ‘disappeared’ from his convoy. Although this 

information has not been verified, other allegations of stolen arms have 
been reported in the Legion.96 Sources also reported that weapons from 
a stockpile used by an International Legion unit were moved in civilian 
vehicles from a city in the south to an undisclosed destination.97 It is also 
possible that weapons are being hidden in caches around the front line, 
to be collected and sold on the black market at a later date, as happened 
during the 2014–2022 Donbas conflict.98 (Since the World War II, there 
has been a tradition of Ukrainians burying weapons for later use, leading 
to the idiom ‘we water our flowers with oil’.)99

The control situation is starkly different when it comes to Russian mate-
riel, which has been abandoned in huge quantities during the conflict, 
particularly during the sweeping Ukrainian counterattack that reclaimed 
3 700 square miles of occupied territory in a month.100 These ‘trophies’ 
have driven the emergence of what one Ukrainian soldier described as 
‘a simplification of bureaucracy’ in which captured Russian materiel is 
exchanged for other military equipment, with swaps between Ukrainian 
units negotiated on Telegram. Although no evidence of leakage to the 
illicit market has been reported, an analyst for Small Arms Survey high-
lighted that this type of unofficial exchange could undermine stockpile 
management procedures, potentially increasing the supply of untracked 
weapons that could enter the illicit market at a later date.101 

But soldiers are often not the first to scour the battlefield. villagers have 
been reported collecting abandoned weapons and ammunition, and 
storing them at home, with some cases of tanks being stored in barns. 
Many of these ‘grey’ stockpiles are turned over to the Ukrainian army, 
but there have been isolated incidents of people picking up ‘trophies’ 
around the front line and selling them on the black market. In November 

Screenshot of video showing Ukrainian soldiers 
receiving ammunition collected by a Ukrainian 
woman, highlighting the ready availability of 
discarded weapons in the grey zone.  
Photo: Korrespondent, 12 November 2022,  
https://ua.korrespondent.net/ukraine/ 
4534737-khersonska-babusia-vkrala-boieprypasy-
v-okupantiv-ta-peredala-zsu.
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Conflicting accounts: Arms trafficking to Finland?
An example from Finland highlights the sensitivities 
that have surrounded claims of arms trafficking around 
the conflict in Ukraine. In October 2022, Detective 
Superintendent Christer Ahlgren of the Finnish 
National Bureau of Investigation gave an interview in 
which he said that criminal gangs had been smuggling 
Western weapons intended for Ukraine into Finland, 
Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands.108 Ahlgren’s 
claim was swiftly refuted by the deputy director of 
the bureau, who said the bureau had no information 
that Ukraine-bound weapons had been smuggled into 
Finland, and by Ukraine’s Ministry of Internal Affairs, 
which asserted that the claim was the result of Russian 
disinformation.109

Faced with these conflicting accounts, in December 
2022 the GI-TOC commissioned a fact-finding report 
from a researcher with extensive experience in Finnish 

law enforcement. Two sources – one in law enforce-
ment, another from the underworld – both reported that 
three Finnish criminal figures had travelled to Ukraine or 
eastern Poland soon after the Russian invasion with the 

intention of bringing back weapons, but failed to do so, as 
they lacked the necessary organizational skills or access 
to financing. As such, there appears to be no evidence to 
support Alghren’s claim of arms trafficking from Ukraine 
to Finland, although Finnish police have reportedly 
mapped all possible trafficking routes and expect Poland 

to become a major hub of illicit arms in the future. 

2022, the State Border Guard Service detained a man trying to sell a grenade launcher, 
a flamethrower and 20 F-1 grenades – equipment he had collected in the grey zone 
after the Russians had retreated.102 In December, several police personnel in Odesa were 
seriously injured after an anti-tank round exploded. The ammunition had been smuggled 
to Odesa in the trunk of a car driven by a volunteer, who claimed he had brought it and 
other ammunition from the Mykolaiv region as ‘souvenirs’.103 Tellingly, the domestic 
arms market has continued to function throughout the war, with reports of domestic 
arms dealers selling hand grenades, explosives, machine guns, ammunition and anti-tank 
RPGs.104 It is also salient to reflect that given the prevalence of checkpoints in Ukraine 
since the war started, these weapons could not have moved unless the traffickers were 
operating as military personnel, or with the collusion of corrupt checkpoint guards. 

Away from the front line, alarm has been raised over the 18 000 assualt rifles distrib-
uted by the authorities to civilians in the early days of the war.105 According to a senior 
source in the police: ‘All weapons, including the ones we give to civilians, are registered. 
The police check their background and take forensic precautions.’106 But tracking and 
ultimately reclaiming these guns will be no easy task, and there are fears they may add 
to the huge number of unregistered small arms already in civilian hands (with some 
upper-level estimates of 3 million to 5 million weapons before the invasion).107 
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Collectively, the rise in untracked, misappropriated and found weapons will play into 
the hands of criminals assembling illicit stockpiles for exploitation at a later date when 
the fighting is not so intense and the ambit for arms trafficking expands, as occurred 
when the fighting in 2014 settled into a stalemate.110 Already there are signs that guns 
are playing a greater role in crime in Ukraine: according to data from the general prose-
cutor’s office, recorded offences committed with firearms and ammunition rose tenfold 
in 2022, from 720 in 2021 to 7 003 in 2022.111 As such, arms trafficking poses a clear 
and present danger, both within Ukraine and abroad.

Draft dodgers: human smuggling 
Faced with the massive disparity in personnel between the Russian and Ukrainian armed 
forces, on 24 February 2022 Zelensky ordered the mobilization of Ukraine’s adult male 
population between the ages of 18 and 60; all those eligible for service were unable 
to leave the country.112 For human smugglers, this created a whole new clientele, and 
business has been brisk: between February and October 2022, more than 8 000 con-
scripted men were caught attempting to cross the border, with 245 recorded attempts 
to bribe border guards113 – but many more are likely to have succeeded. Moldova and 
Poland are the preferred exit routes, with small groups of people crossing at a time at 
a cost of between €5 000 and €10 000 each,114 although some conscripts choose to 
escape to the EU via Russia.115 Such is the demand and revenue on offer that some 
smugglers of alcohol and tobacco have reportedly switched to smuggling conscripts. 
There have also been reports of actors with no prior criminal background setting up 
sophisticated smuggling schemes.116 

Corrupt professionals, including lawyers and doctors,117 have facilitated the market by 
forging official statements, including ‘fictitious documents’ about the removal of con-
scripts from the military register and ‘letters from state authorities to the State Border 

Men report to enlist in the 
Ukraine military. Zelensky 
ordered a conscription of all men 
between the ages of 18 and 60. 
© John Moore via Getty Images
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Service’.118 A counterfeit certificate of unfitness for military service costs approximately 
US$2 000.119 In January 2023, the Ministry of Internal Affairs reported that Ukrainian 
border guards had discovered almost 3 800 forged documents at checkpoints since the 
beginning of martial law, most around the border with Poland and Hungary.120 

The GI-TOC received information that much more sophisticated fake documentation is 
also used, sometimes with corrupt officials inserting fake information into official data-
bases.121 The National Agency on Corruption Prevention (NAZK) reported a scheme in 
which a fake charitable organization was set up in order to enter fraudulent information 
in the Shlyah database to enable it to register conscripts as carriers of humanitarian 
aid. (The Shlyah system allows those transporting humanitarian aid, medical supplies 
or cars for the armed forces to travel outside Ukraine for a maximum of one month.)122 
The head of one charity fund in Lutsk was accused of helping approximately 300 men 
of draft age to go abroad by offering them roles as ‘drivers’ of humanitarian cargo.123 

New vulnerabilities: people, smuggling, 
corruption 
Since February 2022, Ukraine’s national colours have become a common sight across 
Europe. Paper hearts coloured blue and yellow appeared in living room windows, the 
Ukrainian flag adorned public squares, embassies and monuments. But these were no 
mere shows of solidarity: in a surprisingly coordinated and timely manner, European 
governments sought to alleviate the fallout of the unfolding crisis in the east with con-
crete action. Millions of refugees were expedited across national borders, aided by the 

Ukrainian border guards 
have discovered thousands 
of counterfeit certificates of 
unfitness for military service 
presented by those wishing  
to avoid conscription.  
© ShapikMedia/Ukrinform/Future 
Publishing via Getty Images
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EU activating the Temporary Protection Directive (TPD) on 4 March 2022, while international 
partners sent vast quantities of humanitarian aid to those still in Ukraine, working closely with 
Ukrainian organizations.124

For organized crime, which thrives off crisis and largesse alike, the opportunities surrounding 
these flows were manifold. Displaced people can be trafficked; lower border controls help the 
logistics of illicit flows; humanitarian and financial aid can be embezzled, and workers extorted. 
And given Ukraine’s long-standing history of corruption, the billions of dollars in reconstruction 
funds promised to be the biggest prize of them all. 

Preying on the displaced: human trafficking 
The conflict in Ukraine precipitated the swiftest and largest refugee migration in Europe since 
World War II.125 As of 18 November 2022, the UN had recorded some 7.8 million Ukrainian 
refugees in Europe and the International Organization for Migration estimated that there 
were 6.5 million IDPs as of 27 October.126 According to the UN Office for the Coordination 
of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), there were at least 17.7 million people in Ukraine in need of 
humanitarian assistance and protection in August 2022.127 

Ukrainian traffickers were well placed to exploit these opportunities, given that human traffick-
ing was deeply entrenched in Ukraine before Russian invasion of 2022.128 Forced labour and 
sex trafficking occurred both within Ukraine and abroad, with domestic and foreign victims 
trafficked to Europe, Asia, the Caucasus and Dubai. Children were an especially vulnerable 
population, particularly the 100 000 children in state-run orphanages.

Given this context and the scale of population movement, many observers swiftly raised the 
alarm over the increased risk of human trafficking,129 but the extent to which these fears were 
realised in 2022 remains uncertain (with the exception of Russian-occupied areas; see below). 
At the time of writing, data was scarce, both on internal trafficking dynamics within Ukraine 
and among Ukrainian refugees, but this should not be taken to indicate a lack of criminal activ-
ity, especially for human trafficking, which often deprives its victims of voice and agency, and 
reduces capacity for detection.

Within Ukraine, it appears likely that several forms of human trafficking, especially sexual 
exploitation, have continued with little interruption and may have even expanded, although 
the curfew may have forced brothels and other sites of exploitation to alter their hours of 
operation. According to GI-TOC research, online listings of sexual service providers in Ukrainian 
cities have begun appearing in English as well as Russian and Ukrainian, indicating an expanding 
client base drawn from the diverse international actors now in-country. Some foreign fighters 
have reportedly used the opportunity of being in Ukraine to seek sexual services, a significant 
proportion of which will be rendered by women in exploitative situations.130 

As the war continues, it is likely that human trafficking within Ukraine will expand as poverty 
and hardship increase. Loss of income and the volatility of the conflict dynamics are pushing 
vulnerable women, who often have to support dependants, into situations where they are 
being sexually exploited at home and abroad. In July, Ukrainian officials arrested a Kyiv-based 
ringleader accused of orchestrating a trafficking ring that sent women recruited on Telegram 
to work as escorts abroad to Turkey, where they were instead sexually exploited. One of the 
intercepted women was a single mother who had lost her job following the Russian invasion 
and had a child to support, and it is likely that many of the other victims had similar profiles.131 
Online sexual exploitation, which can be conducted from home, is likely to follow a similar trend 
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as desperate parents either exploit their own children132 or sanction their exploitation 
by others in return for money or essential goods.

Outside Ukraine, there have been reports of exploitation of Ukrainian refugees. For the 
most part, such incidents appear to be of an individualistic and opportunist nature,133 but 
there have been troubling signs of more organized exploitation. In April, for example, an 
Italian investigation into counterfeit cigarette production discovered several Ukrainian 
refugees who had been forced to work long hours in unsanitary conditions;134 in October 
in Northern Ireland, police said that cross-border gangs had been targeting Ukrainian 
refugees for sexual exploitation.135 Two ‘hackathons’ run by Europol highlighted how 
traffickers were also going online to target Ukrainian refugees for sexual and labour 
exploitation. The first hackathon in May 2022 found ‘a significant number of suspicious 
job offers’ targeting Ukrainian women (see also ‘“Modelling” in Marrakesh’),136 while the 
second in September found 30 online platforms related to vulnerable Ukrainian refugees, 
five suspected traffickers of Ukrainians and 25 possible Ukrainian victims.137 

‘Modelling’ in Marrakesh
In November 2022, an investigation in Kyiv exposed 
a sophisticated sexual exploitation ring formed of 
three Ukrainians and one Moroccan that targeted for-
mer participants in beauty contests, presenters of TV 
talk shows and Instagram bloggers. These Ukrainian 
women were offered work in the ‘modelling industry’ in 

Morocco, but were instead destined to provide sexual 
services to businessmen in Marrakesh. The operation 
was highly sophisticated, with one member responsi-
ble for securing visas and two in charge of transport 
logistics. Law enforcement disrupted an attempt to 
smuggle 20 women across the border.138

© Ferda Demir/Getty Images
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In the medium term, the vulnerability of Ukrainian refugees to trafficking is likely to 
increase as receiving-nation fatigue grows and as the hospitality of host families declines 
due to the rising cost of living and stress of long-term cohabitation. The extension of 
the TPD until March 2024 formally recognizes that the crisis will not come to a swift 
conclusion, but the transition from short-term assistance to long-term support will 
bring challenges. As refugees settle in host countries, issues of financial hardship, social 
isolation, language barriers, the difficulty of obtaining employment and trauma from 
the experience of war will serve to heighten trafficking risks. This problem is likely to 
be especially acute in countries with large refugee populations such as Poland (host to 
nearly 1.5 million refugees), Romania and Hungary, but risks will also apply in Western 
Europe and Scandinavian countries. In Sweden, Ukrainian refugees can claim only very 
limited daily financial support (the same amount as that offered to asylum seekers), 
with purchasing power further eroded by high inflation.139 Ukrainian refugees have also 
struggled to gain access to the digital identity system BankID, which is necessary for 
accessing many services.140 In the UK, many Ukrainian refugees have found themselves 
facing homelessness as their initial six-month stays with families came to an end and 
few replacement hosts came forward.141 

Trafficking risks are also high for Ukrainian refugees returning home to a devastated 
country where jobs are scarce and living conditions dire. Returns began after the 
liberation of Kyiv in mid-April 2022 and have gathered pace since, despite pleas by 
the government for refugees to stay abroad to avoid the hardship of a winter with 
limited access to energy.142 In September 2022, the IOM estimated that more than  

A family of Ukrainian 
refugees arrive in Poland, 
December 2022. Since 
the beginning of the 
invasion, some 7 million 
refugees are estimated to 
have crossed the Polish 
border to flee the conflict. 
© Dominika Zarzycka/
NurPhoto via Getty Images
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6 million Ukrainians (IDPs and refugees) 
had returned at their habitual places of 
residence, with 85% indicating that they 
intended to stay.143 Among this popula-
tion will be many people returning to war-
torn areas who will be highly vulnerable 
to trafficking.

An alarming development in Russian-occupied territories has been the forced move-
ment of Ukrainians into Russia, especially from Kherson, Zaporizhzhia and Pryazovia 
(Mariupol) regions. Estimates of numbers have varied substantially, especially in regard 
to children: in July, the US State Department estimated that between 900 000 and 1.6 
million Ukrainians had been forcibly deported to Russia, including 260 000 children.144 

In December, the Office of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights 
said that it had confirmed instances of more than 12 000 Ukrainian children in Russia, 
of whom approximately 8 600 had been forcibly deported.145 

These forcibly dislocated populations will be extremely vulnerable to exploitation 
in Russia, especially women, older people, people with disabilities and orphaned or 
unaccompanied children, with the latter category targeted for ‘Russification’ through 
expedited Russian citizenship and adoption. In October 2022, the Ukrainian Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs said that the Russian commissioner for children’s rights, Maria Lvova-
Belova, had admitted the illegal adoption of 350 children into Russia from the occupied 
areas of the Donbas region. 146 (Lvova-Belova herself adopted a teenage boy from 
Mariupol.)147 We have reports of children in Russian-occupied areas being used as 
‘spotters’ by the Russian military. This issue was also raised in January 2023 by the 
Ukrainian Defence Minister, who said that Russia was trying to make Ukrainian children 
‘unknowingly provide information about the location of strategically important objects 
through a mobile game’.148

Wandering aid and ‘smuggling sans frontières’ in western 
Ukraine 
The intense fighting in eastern and south-eastern Ukraine, together with the Russian 
naval blockade, heavily disrupted smuggling flows into, through and out of Ukraine. 
Odesa lost its status as the main smuggling hub in the Black Sea, a development that 
drove all the major criminal players to leave and which significantly impacted regional 
trafficking dynamics (to be explored in a forthcoming GI-TOC report).149 

Ukrainian civilians evacuated from 
Kherson before the advancing 

Ukrainian forces. Some were forcibly 
removed from occupied territories to 

Russia. © Stringer/AFP via Getty Images
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The direction of the flow of illegal goods has instead reversed. Whereas, formerly, the 
dominant direction was from the east and south to the west (the gateway to Europe), 
looser border controls and the suspension of customs duties designed to help the flow 
of refugees and humanitarian and military aid has driven a boom in smuggling in the 
west of the country in 2022 (although the south–west connection is still operational). 
Corrupt figures within customs and the border service in particular have profited from 
the huge increase in freight traffic by levelling tolls: at the very beginning of the war, 
amounts mentioned by sources ranged from US$100 for a car to US$30 000 for a 
truck.150 At the beginning of the war, GI-TOC researchers also heard reports that those 
who did not pay, including humanitarian convoys, were forced to remain in a queue for 
up to several days. 

This surge in smuggling activity has been reflected in the recalibration of major illicit 
routes in the west of Ukraine. The volyn region in north-west of the country (bordering 
Belarus151 and Poland) was already known for smuggling cigarettes, timber, agricultural 
products, weapons and amber. In 2022, there were two new flows along this route: the 
smuggling of men attempting to escape Ukraine’s military draft, and drugs (both into 
and out of Ukraine). The regions of Transcarpathia (bordering Slovakia and Hungary) 
and Chernivtsi (bordering Romania and Moldova) saw increases in illicit exports in tra-
ditional illicit goods of timber, illegal immigrants and cigarettes along with new flows 
of humanitarian and military relief goods, cars, medicines and dual-use goods and the 
smuggling of conscripts. One exception to the trend for increasing criminal activity in 
the west was the dwarf pseudo-state of Transnistria on Ukraine’s southwestern border, 
whose importance as a corridor for contraband is said to have declined significantly 
due to tightened Ukrainian border control in the face of the strong Russian military 
presence in Transnistria.

A border signpost in 
Volyn, a region known for 
illicit cross-border flows 
of various commodities, 
including firearms, 
cigarettes and timber.  
© Reuters/Gleb Garanich  
via Alamy
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Illicit flows through Poland grew in importance due to the crossing of millions of 
refugees, with reports of illegal refugees, including from Central Asia, posing as 
Ukrainian refugees to gain access to the EU. Poland has also been the main channel 
for the humanitarian aid that has been pouring into Ukraine. This aid has been 
granted a simplified customs procedure, which criminals have taken advantage 
of to smuggle illegal goods such as drugs and weapons into the country, but this 
streamlining also enables theft of humanitarian aid itself. 

Evidence of theft of humanitarian aid and military items have been detected across 
Ukraine. In June, the Ukrainian interior minister said that most cases of theft of 
such aid (some of which was domestically produced) were registered in Kyiv, 
Lviv, Kharkiv and Kirovohrad, including theft of cars intended for the army, fuel, 
medicines, body armour and food.152 One high-profile instance came in October, 
when it was reported that the deputy head of the Office of the President was 
driving an SUv that General Motors had donated to Ukraine for humanitarian 
purposes.153 Senior officials were also implicated in the potential misappropriation 
of humanitarian aid in the Zaporizhzhia region in August 2022; during searches 
in the Zaporizhzhia City Council, investigators found a large amount of cash and 
unregistered firearms.154 

Criminals also made use of the cybersphere to exploit humanitarian aid, or the 
expectation of it. In the early stages of the war, sources claimed that criminals posing 
as humanitarian workers were posting harrowing pictures on social media to obtain 
donations of water, diapers and food, much of which they then offered on the black 
and legal markets – in the latter case sometimes for PR purposes.155 In another reported 
case in June, it was revealed that Ukrainian hackers had created a phishing website 
that promised financial assistance from the EU if victims entered their account details 
– details that were then used to access the victims’ accounts and steal money.156 

Smoking hot: Contraband and counterfeit tobacco
Contraband and counterfeit tobacco are mainstay illicit commodities in Ukraine,157 with the black tobacco market 
valued at US$2 billion in 2009.158 This industry appears to have thrived during the conflict. The Kantar Ukraine 
Institute reported in October that illicit tobacco products accounted for 21.5% of the Ukrainian tobacco market, a 
rise of 5 percentage points on 2021.159 Almost 8.5 billion illicit cigarettes were sold in the first ten months of 2022, 
equalling the entire 2021 total, and costing the state over half a billion dollars in lost taxes.160 There have been 
several significant busts throughout the year: in August, 1.2 million packs of counterfeit cigarettes – marked with 
counterfeit excise stamps – worth UAH 70 million (US$1.9 million) were seized in warehouses in Odesa, while in 
November, more than five tonnes of tobacco worth UAH 1.3 million (US$35 000) was seized in the Khmelnytskyi 
region, along with falsified freight bills.161 

According to fieldwork for this report, cigarettes without duty stamps have become a common sight in markets 
across Ukraine in 2022 – before the conflict, the police would have seized all such products. The front line has 
become a particularly lucrative market for illegal cigarettes, due to high demand among soldiers, although for many 
people engaged in the trade, selling illegal cigarettes is one of the few means of making ends meet.

Workers cleaning central square 
in Borodyanka, Kyiv region, after 
de-occupation, June 2022. The 
monument to national poet Taras 
Shevchenko was shot in the head 
by Russian forces. Photo: GI-TOC
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Reconstruction: a lucrative prospect 
The damage to the fabric of the Ukrainian state as a result of the Russian invasion has 
been catastrophic. As of 1 September 2022, the Kyiv School of Economics estimated 
the total amount of damage caused to Ukraine’s infrastructure at more than US$127 
billion.162 And the costs of reconstruction and recovery will be even higher. In September 
2022, the World Bank, Ukrainian government and European Commission estimated that 
US$349 billion was required for reconstruction and recovery in the period till 1 June 
2022 alone – and this figure will have grown much higher in subsequent months.163 In 
July 2022, the Ukrainian government set out a 10-year reconstruction plan predicated 
on US$750 billion in investment.164

These reconstruction funds may enable Ukraine to reshape itself as a stronger country 
than before the war165 but they are also vulnerable to corrupt actors and criminal groups. 
Corrupt officials may take advantage of the lower levels of transparency characteristic 
of wartime to divert funds to chosen partners. 

At the lower end of the organized crime spectrum, reconstruction efforts may be ham-
pered by widespread theft of materials, while more sophisticated depredation may see 
organized crime groups inserting themselves in reconstruction projects, both on the 
ground and at the procurement stage. The construction industry in Ukraine was already 
plagued with allegations of criminaility and corruption before the invasion, ranging from 
the illegal granting of permits and sale of land to raw materials (for example, illegally 
mined sand). Before the invasion, construction in Kyiv was dominated by the so-called 
‘construction mafia’, and a similar situation applied in Odesa, with the reported involve-
ment of high-level political actors.166 A key development in this space will be Law 5655, 
passed in December 2022 and intended to increase transparency and urban planning 
control, though some have flagged that it may also give developers greater control and 
increase the risk of corruption in certain quarters.167    

Two egregious examples of government funds being misappropriated in 2022/3 highlight 
the nature and scale of these risks. In November, two media investigations found that 
UAH 1.5 billion (approximately US$40 million) had been paid out in the course of 2022 
to a relatively small company known as Budinvest Engineering for the repair of roads 
in Dnipropetrovsk region.168 This was far more than had been paid out to any other 
region – an especially glaring fact considering that the region had suffered relatively little 
damage due to the war. Suspicions were further aroused by the revelation that 49% of 
Budinvest Engineering was owned by a female fitness instructor who was romantically 
connected to the head of the Dnipropetrovsk Regional State Administration. Although 
the investigations flagged suspicions of overpricing and possible inventory fraud of 
purchased raw materials, the wartime suspension of the publication of state contracts 
makes it impossible to ascertain the existence or extent of illegality. 

The second example came in January 2023, when the Deputy Minister of Infrastructure 
and Communities Development was arrested and dismissed after reportedly accepting a 
US$400 000 cash bribe associated with a government contract to purchase generators 
and other equipment for UAH 1.68 billion (US$46 million).169 The minister was one of 
the highest-profile officials ever to be arrested under such charges in Ukraine. 

Photo: GI-TOC
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Corrupt public servants siphoning off state cash may appear to be merely a sophisti-
cated form of theft, but it also has profound ramifications for criminal governance. As 
well as hampering the delivery of civic services, corruption builds patronage networks, 
enriches criminal middlemen and undercuts democratic principles of transparency and 
accountability. GI-TOC fieldwork has found evidence of this pattern in several large 
cities in east and central Ukraine, where local criminal kingpins work in sync with high-
level corrupt officials.170 This phenomenon is already well entrenched in Ukraine, where 
corrupt officials have turned many regions and localities into ‘feudal estates’, in the words 
of Andriy Kaluzhynskyi, the head of the main unit of NABU detectives.171 As billions of 
dollars flow into the country for reconstruction, there is a real risk that these estates 
may be strengthened into criminal fortresses.  

Golden eggs: Corruption in military food procurement

While many will be focused on the future risks of cor-
ruption around reconstruction, it is also vital not to 
overlook the corruption opportunities that have arisen 
in 2022 as a result of the war effort. In January 2023, 
the deputy defence minister resigned over a corrup-
tion scandal regarding food procurement for the mili-
tary.172 Just days prior, a journalist had revealed that 
the army had signed a contract in December 2022 for 
food for units stationed well away from the front line.173 
Comparing the military purchase price with the price 
of food both before the invasion (adjusted for inflation) 
and in Kyiv’s supermarkets, the journalist found that 
the military was paying between twice and three times 

over the going rate for certain staple goods. For exam-
ple, the military’s purchase price of eggs was UAH 17 
per unit, while eggs were retailing in Kyiv at the same 
time for UAH 7 per unit; potatoes were purchased at a 
similarly inflated mark-up. In the context of a contract 
worth UAH 13 billion (approximately US$353 million, as 
of mid-December 2022) these differentials amount to 
millions. It is also worth noting that this contract was 
signed without any public scrutiny due to the suspension 
of the ProZorro procurement system, again highlighting 
the risks of lessening transparency and accountability 
during wartime.

A military field kitchen in 
Dnipropetrovsk Oblast. © Vitalii 
Pavlenko/Global Images Ukraine via 
Getty Images



Zelensky and President of the European Commission Ursula von der Leyen address a press conference following 
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From the vantage of January 2023, the time of writing, much remains uncertain 
about the course of the conflict. Peace appears a distant prospect, with both 
sides’ initial negotiating positions mutually unacceptable. Ukraine’s stated goal 

is to reclaim all occupied territory, including Crimea; Russia has amended its constitu-
tion to incorporate the four regions illegally annexed by Moscow in 2022 as Russian in 
perpetuity (despite Moscow losing control of large parts of them during the Ukrainian 
counterattack). Zelensky has said there will be no peace talks while Putin remains in 
power,174 yet although the Russian president has been undeniably weakened by Russia’s 
performance in the conflict, there is no sign of a coup or even a viable rival. 

What this situation means for organized crime is difficult to say in detail, but as this 
report has demonstrated, general outlines may be predicted. At the regional level, a 
dialling-down in the level of violence will give Ukrainian organized crime more breathing 
room to restore transnational and cross-country smuggling channels in the east – and 
relationships with their Russian counterparts. If the example of the 2014–2022 conflict 
in the Donbas is any indication, reduced levels of violence will allow arms traffickers to 
begin exploiting their illicit stockpiles in earnest, both domestically and overseas, with 
Poland likely to see a spike in flows. The transnational flow of drugs, coal and other illicit 
commodites between Russia and Ukraine may also resume.

But if the pitch of violence remains high, more permanent shifts in trafficking routes may 
evolve in order to bypass the conflict. Major seizures in 2019 indicated that heroin was 
sometimes transported through Russia via Belarus and Poland to Western Europe, and 
it may be that this route becomes more prominent, although given the regional situation, 
flows may instead increase along the southern route via Iran, Turkey and the Balkans. 
Similarly, methamphetamine flows, which before the conflict passed through Ukraine 
to Russia, may shift to routes through Czechia, Slovakia and the Baltic states. Other 
areas around the Black Sea and beyond – with, as mentioned, Romania (Constanza), 
Bulgaria, Italy (Genoa) and France (Marseille) as potential avenues – may also see an 
uptick due to displaced flows, as may the River Danube, which offers a direct route into 
the heart of Europe.175 

At the local level, a frozen conflict will mean more hardship for the citizens of Ukraine. 
Towns left devastated by fighting and lacking infrastructure and services, together with 
their desperate populations struggling for employment and essentials, will become 
magnets for criminal opportunists. This may also enable criminal actors to cement their 
positions within and influence over governance structures, and become essential to the 
running of administrative units, as was the case in the LDNR between 2014 and 2022. 
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Higher-level corrupt actors will also become more powerful as reconstruction funds 
start to flow through regional and local administrations.

Despite this uncertainty, it is important that research into and policy debate on orga-
nized crime continues. Below we identify three focus areas that may help bolster the 
national and international response to organized crime in the short term: maintaining 
transparency and accountability; multilateral law enforcement cooperation; and targeted 
risk assessments of conflict-driven vulnerabilities.

Maintaining transparency and 
accountability 
The war has imposed extraordinary strictures on the ordinary business of governance, 
and the political machine has had to adapt to support the Ukrainian armed forces. 
Several of these changes have greatly increased the power of the state while reduc-
ing transparency and accountability. The early days of the war saw the temporary 
suspension of the ProZorro procurement system in favour of direct contracts and the 
blocking of public access to several state registries,176 several of which remained restrict-
ed.177 NABU has cited challenges caused by the conflict, including a ‘lack of access to 
the Unified Register of Pretrial Investigations and the Unified Judicial Information and 
Telecommunication System’, and the impossibility of fulfilling the legal requirements 
behind bringing a case to court within the stipulated time limits.178 Journalists have also 
struggled to access information about the running of the state (particularly state and 
military expenditures), greatly hindering independent investigation and the information 
available for public debate.179 Restoring access to these registries and scrutinizing the 
closed-door decisions that have taken place during wartime will be essential work in 
the post-conflict period in order to map any irregular activity. 

Transparency and accountability measures must also be updated to take account of 
new risks stemming from the conflict. June 2022 saw a landmark achievement in the 

A reporter at a bomb site. Ukrainian and 
international journalists have been critical 
to covering the war, corruption and the 
risks of future reconstruction. © Alex Chan/
SOPA Images/LightRocket via Getty Images
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adoption of Ukraine’s anti-corruption strategy, which 
will shape policy up till 2025. However, this strategy is 
already out of date: it was due to come into effect in 
2021 and was only adopted due to the EU accession 
agenda, having been stymied in parliament for two 
years.180 While containing many pertinent measures 
that must be implemented, the text makes no mention 
of the conflict in 2022.181 (At the time of writing, the 
government had failed to approve the State Anti-
Corruption Program – which could have shaped the 
implementation of the anti-corruption strategy to 
factor in conflict-related risks – by the 10 January 
2023 deadline.)182 There is therefore an urgent need 
to establish rigorous and independent oversight, trans-
parency and accountability mechanisms as recon-
struction begins in earnest. 

Some major steps have already been taken, such as the 
RISE Ukraine coalition of Ukrainian organizations and 
international partners in July 2022,183 and the G7’s 
intention to develop a platform to coordinate donor 
aid,184 but more must be done. Indeed, maintaining the 
anti-corruption architecture that civil society helped 
create after the Maidan Revolution may bring the 
biggest gains, but there are troubling signs of erosion. 
The ProZorro system, which reportedly saved Ukraine 
over US$7 billion before the war by enabling increased 
transparency and online auctions, was, as mentioned 
above, temporarily suspended in the early stages of 
the conflict, but there were hopes that it could be 
made to work within the new strictures. In May, the 
CEO of ProZorro, vasyl Zadvornyi, outlined how the 
platform might be adapted to balance the urgency 
of reconstruction with transparency and oversight, 
as well as selecting suppliers according to non-price 
criteria, such as a commitment to new jobs or green 
technology.185 But in January 2023, the government 
cancelled all auctions on ProZorro until the end of the 
war over concerns that power blackouts might be hin-
dering bidders’ access to the system.186 While this may 
indeed be motivated by concerns over equal oppor-
tunity, there are fears that such a move will increase 
corruption and may elide from a temporary measure 
into a permanent one. 

This example points to a larger risk: that of con-
flict-driven initiatives changing the very nature of 
how the state functions. According to our fieldwork, 

the Office of the President has become an increasingly 
influential political actor since the Russian invasion: 
sources speak of a tendency to monopolize deci-
sion-making processes and control of financial flows 
in the country.187 Concern has been raised that the 
state’s increased powers of asset seizure during the 
conflict could be used to silence dissenting voices 
within Ukraine, as well as increasing opportunities for 
corrupt self-enrichment.188 In March, Kyiv adopted 
Law 2116-Ix, which authorized the expropriation of 
Russian and Belarusian assets in Ukraine (collectively 
valued at US$1.21 billion, as of October 2022),189 to 
be transferred to special state-owned enterprises 
(with attendant risks of corruption).190 These powers 
were expanded by Law 2257-Ix (passed in May), which 
authorized the expropriation of assets of anyone judged 
(in the state’s opinion) to support Russia’s aggression.191 

Russia’s trajectory two decades ago points to the risks 
this kind of centralization poses to society, and it would 
be a tragic irony if Ukraine were to follow the political 
course of its antagonist. As such, measures should be 
taken to ensure that the consolidation of decision-mak-
ing in wartime is balanced by the ideals of plurality and 
accountability that are fundamental to the democratic 
process, good governance and the rule of law. 

Bolstering efforts against perceptions of undemocratic 
tendencies and corruption more generally will also 
serve a much larger purpose. At present, Ukraine is 
fighting for its existence, with hundreds of thousands 
of people engaged in the lethal struggle and many 
millions more exposed to the dangers and hardships 
of war. When the conflict ends, Ukraine’s citizens will 
expect a better country for their sacrifice, but if they 
perceive that the war has merely fuelled corruption 
and strengthened criminal actors, then the sense of 
betrayal will be profound. According to law enforce-
ment sources, some soldiers already harbour a sense 
of betrayal over what they perceive as a corrupt gov-
ernment that has enriched itself during the war.192 
Should this situation come to pass, then organized 
crime will win twice at its own game: first through 
self-enrichment during the war (creating civic disaffec-
tion), then capitalizing on the sense of disenfranchise-
ment in the post-war period. In the fight for Ukraine’s 
national identity, then, transparency and accountabil-
ity may be as important as missiles and artillery.
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Multilateral law enforcement cooperation 
The increase in criminal activity in the west of Ukraine 
and across Ukraine’s borders with Poland, Hungary, 
Slovakia, Romania and Moldova is a cause for concern. 
To counter this, it is essential that border and other 
law enforcement agencies from these countries share 
information and coordinate their responses, making 
use of tools such as INTERPOL’s Illicit Arms Records 
and tracing Management System (iARMS), and devel-
oping new ones as required.193 Regional security 
against organized crime will be a shared responsibility, 
for if one avenue is disrupted, illicit flows will simply 
shift to other less-monitored routes. 

Another challenge in law enforcement terms is the 
relationship between Ukraine and Russia. Bilateral 
cooperation over crime has been fraught since 2014 
and ended after the Russian invasion. Shortly after 
the beginning of the war, Ukraine disconnected from 
INTERPOL’s network due to fear of Russian misuse 
of INTERPOL channels; in March, INTERPOL also 
decreed that the Russian National Central Bureau 
could no longer send diffusions directly, but would 
instead need to be vetted by the General Secretariat 
along with red notices.194 

Other challenges in law enforcement cooperation 
include the inevitable dislocations caused by the war 
(such as countries unwilling to put officers into Kyiv, 
liaisons ending up in the military or working the count-
er-intel beat instead), although this impact is likely to 
be temporary. There is also some caution about the 
SBU and Ukrainian police, especially relating to cor-
ruption, which a number of Western partners feel and 
which hinders some intel sharing. This still needs work 
from both sides to move beyond the ringing declara-
tions of mutual cooperation and into real operational 
work.

A fragmented law enforcement response will be the 
criminal’s best friend, and investigations into transna-
tional organized crime, including child online sexual 
exploitation – have already suffered.195 For obvious 
reasons, trust between Russian and Ukrainian agen-
cies will be non-existent, and this division will be 
exploited by organized crime, especially in the event 
the conflict enters a protracted period of reduced 

volatility. Indeed, the politicization of law enforcement 
represents one of the most trenchant challenges to a 
response. INTERPOL’s management of political pres-
sure from various sides while attempting to remain 
true to its charter will therefore be central. Without 
communication and coordination, the criminal ecosys-
tem that flourished before the war will emerge much 
stronger. 

Fundamental to improving this situation will be the 
reform of Ukraine’s numerous law enforcement agen-
cies, which are rife with in-fighting and competition. 
Many agencies are still not at full staff strength, and 
leadership remains a continuing challenge, with the 
permanent posts of head of NABU and SAPO remain-
ing unfilled at various points in 2022 (both of which 
are essential for Ukraine’s EU accession aspirations). 
Before the appointment of Oleksandr Klymenko in 
July 2022, the SAPO leadership post had remained 
unfilled since mid-2020, while as of December 2022 
NABU was still being run by an acting director, some 
eight months after the departure of its last permanent 
director.196

Reform of intelligence agencies should also be prior-
itized, although this too presents many challenges, 
not least the creation of temporary capacity gaps that 
could be exploited by criminal and state actors.197 In 
some sense, this is a question of re-igniting processes 
that were interrupted by the war. For example, reform 
of the SBU – which many observers felt was still too 
close to its KGB predecessor in remit and culture – 
was a particular priority being pressed on Kyiv by the 
EU before the Russian invasion. The European Union 
Advisory Mission was lobbying on this, and there was 
a lively debate about options, including separating the 
agency’s law enforcement and counter-intelligence 
roles. However, with the invasion, the Mission initially 
evacuated from Kyiv, and although it is still active, it is 
largely preoccupied with channelling practical aid to 
the SBU and other agencies. Meanwhile, the debate 
about the SBU’s future has largely disappeared, and 
the agency itself is using its successes against Russian 
agents and infiltrators as the basis for a political cam-
paign against any substantive post-war reform. 
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Assessing conflict-driven vulnerabilities 
As this report has highlighted, there are several con-
flict-driven vulnerabilities that are or may be exploited 
by organized crime, and these will benefit from closer 
scrutiny and specific responses. The various reports 
that have emerged over weapons leakages in certain 
units of the International Legion, for example, point 
to a potential arms trafficking vulnerability that should 
be examined (the GI-TOC will produce a report on 
arms flows and options for improving arms controls in 
2023). In the cities most damaged by conflict-related 
damage and deprivation, attention should be focused 
on the activities of corrupt actors and criminal groups. 

The risk of human trafficking both within and outside 
Ukraine remains stark, but preventive efforts to reduce 
vulnerability will yield results. In this sense, ascertain-
ing the most vulnerable populations and individuals, 
and ensuring they have access to sufficient help will 
reduce the chances of their falling into the clutches 
of traffickers, and the extensive network of anti-traf-
ficking civil society coalitions that existed before the 
conflict can be reactivated to identify and support 
potential victims of trafficking. 

Given Ukraine’s role as a transit, destination and 
source country for a variety of narcotics, mapping the 
impact on the conflict on drug flows and consumption 
will be important, especially given the trend in soldiers 
using drugs. Reconstruction of Ukraine should include 
drug policy reform to build upon Ukraine’s initial steps 
in providing better treatment and care for people who 
use drugs.198 A broader programme should also be 

developed to help Ukraine’s soldiers cope with the 
trauma of conflict and reintegrate into society, both 
of which will help reduce criminalization risks in the 
post-conflict period. Psychological support for sol-
diers should start now, with Ukrainian psychologists 
sent to the West for training as soon as possible.

Finally, there must be a focus on corruption, both in 
terms of its corrosive effect on the state in general 
(and reconstruction in particular), and given its role 
as a facilitator and force multiplier of organized crime. 
Corruption risks will vary according to the local-
ity, administrative unit and disposition of the actors 
involved, but common vulnerabilities and lessons will 
apply.  

This is an evolving situation and an ongoing conflict, 
and the ability to take measures will be constrained 
by the exigencies of war. However, properly mapping 
and assessing the criminal economy is essential if 
organized crime is to be cut out of Ukraine’s politi-
cal economy. Reconstruction efforts, including legal 
and institutional reforms, will need to balance macro 
socio-economic concerns with granular, location-spe-
cific imperatives. To inform these efforts, the GI-TOC 
Observatory of Illicit Markets and the Ukraine Conflict 
will be releasing both thematic reports and assess-
ments of the political economy of different regions 
and neighbouring countries. 

Conflicts cast dark shadows. Bringing organized crime 
out of that shadow and into the light will be the best 
way to counter it. 
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